
VFR800F
TOURER

12V DC socket for powering 
additional electrical equipment.

12V SOCKET
08U70-MJM-D00

0.5

101 €

Titanium outer sleeve Akrapovic 
slip-on exhaust, street legal with E1 
and TUV approval; can be used with 
panniers. 

AKRAPOVIC SLIP ON
08F88-MJM-900

957 €

Black elasticated webbing for 
securing luggage on rear seat/rack.

CARGO NET
08L63-KAZ-011

25 €

Rear carrier base for use without top 
box. Floating system required for 31L 
top box.

CARRIER BRACKET 31L
08L74-MJM-D10

89 €



Rear carrier base for use without top 
box. Floating system required for 
45L top box.

CARRIER BRACKET 45L
08L73-MGE-D40

97 €

Manufactured from water-resistant 
and breathable fabric, allowing 
bike to dry naturally while covered. 
Protects paint against damaging 
U.V. rays and features a securing 
rope plus access to fi t U-lock. Can 
be used with top box and/or 
panniers fi tted.

OUTDOOR COVER
08P34-MCH-000

146 €

Protects paintwork from scratches; 
A4-sized, self-adhesive and cut to 
suit application.

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P73-KBV-800

23 €

Race-style quickshifter designed 
to bolt on and plug straight in, 
providing split-second upshifts with 
no need to use the clutch.

QUICKSHIFTER KIT
08U70-MJM-D10

0.50.5

218 €

Aluminium rear carrier with 
integrated pillion grab rails.

REAR CARRIER
08L42-MGE-800

0.1

354 €

Stylish rear hugger protects the 
rear of the motorcycle and shock 
absorber from water and road 
grime.

REAR HUGGER
08F70-MJM-D10

0.5

113 €

Set of two fashionable and 
carryable black pannier inner bags 
with black zippers and Honda Wing 
logo. 18L of carrying capacity with 
each, with handle and straps for 
carrying ease. Fits the 29L panniers 
perfectly.

PANNIER INNER BAGS 
08L56-MGE-800B

144 €

Elastic bands to support and keep 
the luggage secure in the pannier. 
Includes one centre buckle and four 
hooks for easy and secure strapping.

PANNIER INNER BAND SET 
08L45-MGE-800

0.1

41 €

Set of specially designed, 
aerodynamic and fully integrated 
29L panniers. Left pannier can 
contain most full-face helmets. 
2 sets of Cylinder inner set 
(08M70-MJE-D01) are required to fi t 
this accessory. Available in 
Victory Red (08L70-MJM-D10ZA), 
Darkness Black Metallic 
(08L70-MJM-D10ZB) and Pearl 
Glare White (08L70-MJM-D10ZC). 

PANNIER 29L
08L70-MJM-D10ZA

0.4

852 €

HANDLE SPACER
08R70-MJM-D10

0.2

15mm Aluminium spacer changes 
handle bar position for upright 
riding.

100 €

Protects rear and top of fuel tank, 
carbon-fi bre print with HRC logo.

HRC TANK PAD
08P61-KAZ-800B

20 €

Features approx. 13L carrying 
capacity and delivers convenient 
storage, will hold A4-size fi le (but 
not A4 binder). Includes rain cover.

MAGNETIC TANK BAG
08L56-KAZ-800

164 €



Can store two full-face helmets and more, 
plus features a locking quick-detach 
mounting system. Double link hinges and 
integrated sealing creates a new level of 
smooth design. Top box lid produced in 
matching colour. 1 set of Cylinder inner 
set (08M70-MJE-D01) is required to fit 
this accessory. Available in Victory Red 
(08L71-MJM-D00ZA), Darkness Black 
(08L71-MJM-D00ZB) and Pearl Glare 
White (08L71-MJM-D00ZC). 

TOP BOX 45L
08L71-MJM-D00ZA  

0.2

560 €

Additional backrest pad aids pillion 
comfort and security.

TOP BOX PAD 31L
08F75-MGE-800

0.1

38 €

Constructed with tamper-resistant 
barrel. Fits neatly under the seat 
while not in use.

U-LOCK
08M53-KAZ-800

120 €

Black nylon inner bag, fits in all 31L 
top boxes. The front pocket features 
an embroidered Honda Wing logo. 
Complete with adjustable shoulder 
strap and carrying handle, finished 
with black zips.

TOP BOX INNER BAG 31L
08L56-MGE-800A  

92 €

Variable elastic bands with buckle 
which keeps small and large 
luggage secure in top box. Includes 
a mat for a flat floor and luxury 
finish.

TOP BOX MAT AND  
STRAPS SET
08P11-MGE-800

0.1

47 €

Helps prevent scratches to back of 
fuel tank; constructed from black 
polyurethane and features 3D  
Honda logo.

TANK PAD
08P61-MCS-800

0.1

45 €

Helps prevent scratches to back of  
fuel tank.

TANK PAD 2
08P61-KAZ-800F

0.10.2

23 €

Stylish colour-matched 31L top box, 
will hold one full-face helmet and more; 
features easy-to-use lockable quick-
detach system. 1 set of Cylinder inner set 
(08M70-MJE-D01) and 1 set of Key body 
parts (08M71-MJE-D01) are required to 
fit this accessory. Available in Darkness 
Black  Metallic (08L74-MJN-D01ZC), 
Victory Red (08L74-MJN-D01ZF) and 
Pearl Glare White (08L74-MJN-D01ZG).

TOP BOX 31L
08L74-MJN-D01ZF

0.2

325 €





Race-style quickshifter designed 
to bolt on and plug straight in, 
providing split-second upshifts with 
no need to use the clutch.

QUICKSHIFTER KIT
08U70-MJM-D10

3.

Stylish rear hugger protects the 
rear of the motorcycle and shock 
absorber from water and road 
grime.

REAR HUGGER
08F70-MJM-D10

4.

VFR800F

SUPER SPORT PACK
08HME-MJM-SP14

HRC TANK PAD
08P61-KAZ-800B

Protects rear and top of fuel tank,
carbon-fi bre print with HRC logo.

2.

AKRAPOVIC SLIP ON
08F88-MJM-900

1.

Titanium outer sleeve Akrapovic 
slip-on exhaust, street legal with E1 
and TUV approval; can be used with 
panniers. 

The specifi c details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered for sale. Manufacturers reserve the right to vary specifi cations, including colours, with or without notice at such 
times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult 
your Dealer for details regarding the specifi cations of any featured product.

Rear seat cowl comes as standard on the VFR800F

3.

1.

4.

2.

1.177 €



REAR CARRIER
08L42-MGE-800

Sturdy rear carrier, fi nished in Black 
with integrated grab rails. Includes 
45L top box fi xing bracket – a top 
plate is available for use without top 
box.

CARRIER BRACKET 
31L
08L74-MJM-D10
Bracket required for mounting 
rear carrier. 

TOP BOX 31L
08L71-MJM-D00ZA

Can store 1 full-face helmet and 
more. Features a locking quick-
detach mounting system. Double 
link hinges and integrated sealing 
creates a new level of smooth 
design. Top box lid produced in 
matching colour. 1 set of Cylinder 
inner set (08M70-MJE-D01) is 
required.

HRC TANK PAD
08P61-KAZ-800B

Protects rear and top of fuel tank,
carbon-fi bre print with HRC logo.

12V SOCKET
08U70-MJM-D00

12V DC socket for powering 
additional electrical equipment.

PANNIER 29L
08L70-MJM-D10ZA

Two stylish colour-matched 35L 
integrated panniers, designed for 
excellent aerodynamics and ample 
storage. Each pannier will hold one 
full-face helmet; kit includes pannier 
stays plus lock set. 

CYLINDER INNER SET 
(1 ‘WAVE’ KEY)
08M70-MJE-D01

Features 1 ‘wave’ key operation and 
combines with cylinder body kit. 
Quantity 3.

*RTG Packs are available colour-matched in Victory Red (08HME-MJM-TO14A), Darkness Black Metallic (08HME-MJM-TO14B) and Pearl Glare White (08HME-MJM-TO14C).

VFR800F

TOURING PACK
08HME-MJM-TO14A*

Rear seat cowl comes as standard on the VFR800F
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1.844 €


